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Ohma World Customizable Modular Microphones

Introducing Ohma World, a company founded by audio engineers and musicians

who are passionate about creating products that allow people to express

themselves in new and unique ways. Ohma World microphones are designed with a

single mission: to give storytellers, musicians, and sound engineers the resources

they need to capture beautiful sound effortlessly without obstacles or limitations.

Ohma World mics offer an unparalleled level of flexibility and control with

swappable magnetic microphone grilles, which they call screens, each designed to

alter the frequency response of the mic in various ways. Each screen imparts a

distinct sound profile allowing you to shape your sound in new directions. Ohma

World is the only company to offer fully customizable modular microphones, with

each mic body and screen set hand-painted in-house at their workshop in Los

Angeles. Choose between unique, ready-to-go, stock microphones, or use their

online modular mic customizer to create something completely one-of-a-kind. From

different colors and shades, to varied screens and sounds, you can freely explore

creative depths and experiment with ease. Every Ohma microphone condenser

capsule and ribbon transducer is hand-made in-house using only the finest

materials.

The Ohma Condenser combines the best of mid-century capsule design with

modern innovation to deliver a timeless sound that blends color with musical detail.

It features Ohma’s signature edge-terminated capsule - lovingly christened “The

Debby” - which is delicately tuned by hand, in-house, creating a remarkably smooth

and extended frequency response rarely heard in microphones today. Classic FET

circuitry paired with a vintage Cinemag transformer imparts an extra bit of depth

and subtle saturation to your sound.

The Ohma Ribbon combines the classic characteristics of ribbon mics with added

clarity and definition. You can expect smooth and forgiving transients without

sacrificing details for an overall sound that feels full-bodied and balanced. The

Ohma Ribbon, also tuned and tensioned in-house, features a custom Lehle
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transformer and requires +48v phantom power, making it perfectly compatible with

all types of recording set-ups, from humble interfaces and mobile recorders to world-

class preamps and studio consoles.

With these modular mics in your arsenal, you can capture any source confidently

and craft a sound that is uniquely yours - whether you’re a seasoned engineer or

just getting started.

"At Ohma World, we believe everyone should have the opportunity to share their

unique creative voice and express themselves through sound. We value diversity,

inclusion, and accessibility in our products and company culture. That's why we've

created modular microphones that are fully customizable, so you can find the right

tool for your story - no matter who you are," said Charlene Gibbs, Co-founder of

Ohma World.

www.ohmaworld.com
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